EGOVERNANCE TRANSACTIONS PER DAY INCREASE TO 9.7 CRORE IN 2018

About eTaal

eTaal (eTransaction aggregation and analysis layer) was developed and launched by Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) and National Informatics Centre (NIC). The portal provides an aggregated view of e-Transactions performed through eGovernance applications implemented including, but not limited to, the projects of national importance like 31 Mission Mode Projects (MMPs) defined under National eGovernance Plan (NeGP). It pulls the e-Transaction count from applications integrated with it using the Web Services technology.

Over 3,630 eServices have been integrated from 21 Central Ministries, 36 States/UTs and 22 Mission Mode Projects (MMPs) since the launch of the portal and 8,438 crore eTransactions have been recorded from these eServices on the portal.

Growth in eGovernance transactions

On 2nd Nov 2018, Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad, Hon’ble Union Minister, Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology and Law & Justice, tweeted “Growth in #eGovernance transactions per day shows the success of #DigitalIndia as a means of transforming governance.”
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